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Invitation to Participate
Greetings from Sidra Medicine,

You are cordially invited to collaborate with us as we commemorate Precision Medicine and the Future of Genomics 
2024 (PMFG 2024) The Summit of Genomic Medicine, Preventive and Personalized Therapies in Doha, Qatar, from 
December 3-5, 2024.

This year’s Summit will be held under the theme "Personalized Genomic Medicine and Next Generation Therapies" 
and revolve around three major pillars:

• Newborn Sequencing Innovations: Showcase advancements in newborn sequencing technologies and techniques.

• Population Genomic Screening Advancements: Explore the latest breakthroughs in population screening 
methodologies.

• Advanced Therapeutics in Precision Medicine: Highlight cutting-edge developments in personalized and precision 
therapies.

The Summit aims to unite frontline clinicians, pharmacists, clinician-scientists, and translational research 
investigators in their collaborative effort to provide personalized patient care. Additionally, policy makers and 
community members dedicated to advocating for patients and families will explore the latest advancements in 
functional genomics and innovations. The focus will be on understanding how cutting-edge discoveries have 
translated into solutions for precision medicine.

PMFG 2024 will actively engage clinical and scientific expertise to establish a leading model for Precision Medicine 
regionally and globally to commemorate a decade of scientific innovation and achievement.

We have curated a range of sponsorship packages designed to maximize visibility and engagement. Whether you 
choose to be a Titanium, Diamond, Platinum, Gold, or Silver sponsor, each package offers unique benefits tailored to 
elevate your brand.

Join us as we celebrate a decade of progress, innovation, and excellence in personalized genomic medicine. Your 
support will contribute to the success of this event and position your brand as a key player in shaping the future of 
healthcare.

Thank you for considering this invitation to participate in Precision Medicine and the Future of Genomics 2024. We 
look forward to collaborating and creating a mutually beneficial partnership.

Kind regards,

Dr. Ammira Al-Shabeeb Akil
Event Organizing Chair

Dr. Khalid A. Fakhro
Event Organizing Chair



 

Benefits of Working with Us
1. Prominent exposure: As a sponsor, your company will gain significant exposure among an elite audience 
comprising key opinion leaders, healthcare professionals, and researchers inside Qatar and outside.

2. Recognition as a supporter of healthcare: Showcase your commitment to advancing healthcare by aligning with 
a summit that has gained global recognition for its contributions to personalized genomic medicine.

3. Leadership in precision medicine: Position your organization as a leader in precision medicine by supporting an 
event at the forefront of advancements in genomic medicine and therapeutics.

4. Qatar as a hub: Leverage the opportunity to associate your brand with Sidra Medicine, positioning Qatar as a 
leading hub for health and education.

5. Networking opportunities: Engage with industry leaders, researchers, and decision-makers through exclusive 
networking opportunities, fostering collaborations and partnerships.
 

PMFG 2023 Statistics

895

ATTENDEES SPEAKERS FROM
16 COUNTRIES

61

WORKSHOPS

6

EXHIBITORS

20

PARTNERS

11

POSTERS

75



Sponsorship Packages

 

PLATINUM

US$30,000

DIAMOND

US$50,000

TITANIUM

US$20,000

GOLD

US$10,000

SILVER

US$5,000
PACKAGES

* Per CME/CPD, QCHP regulations

Access to a meeting room (with prior booking)

Access to conference attendee list 

Standing backdrop banner acknowledging sponsors 
in exhibition area

Exhibition space

Company profile on conference website

Logo on sponsors’ page linked to sponsor website  

Recognition in pre-conference email marketing.
If applicable

5 4 3 2

8 6 4 2

3

Recognition of the sponsor’s name on a page of the printed 
brochure, separated from the educational content*

Sponsor an additional scientific mini symposium (CME 
accredited) within the main conference

Opening ceremony VIP seats in the first 3 rows

Complimentary full conference registration

Present award or token at closing ceremony as 
applicable

Room for a marketing lunch workshop

Main conference industry speaking opportunity 
(non-CME accredited)

Invitation to the conference gala dinner

7

10

5

Company logo and profile on mobile app in 
sponsor section

Online Benefits 

Onsite Benefits 



Add-on Opportunities

6. Participant  Obligations
a. By submitting the Booking Form, the Participant makes a final irrevocable commitment to occupy the 
 allocated space until the time for closure of the Event. The Participant may only represent itself.
 Transferring or subletting all or part of the space allocated to the Participant is strictly prohibited.
 This obligation is not applicable for Virtual Event. 
b. The Participant shall comply with the following:
1. Rules regulations and guidance set by the owner of the venue at which the Event will be held
 (“Venue Rules”), if applicable.
2. Sidra’s reasonable instructions in relation to the Participant’s participation in the Event. 
3. If applicable, 
i. all instructions provided by Sidra’s medical education office (“MEO”), including without limitation all
 medical education guidelines set out in Appendix A, and shall provide all information, materials and fill-out
 any forms requested by the MEO.  
ii. Qatar Council of Healthcare Practitioner (“QCHP”) and ACCME Standards for Commercial Support of
 Continuing Medical Education Policies and Procedures for Commercial Support of Educational Activities.  
 Any actions that are not in accordance with the above stated policies may result in the removal of the
 Participant and its representatives from the Event site.
c. Nothing in these Terms and Conditions or participation in the Event generally shall give the Participant any
 right to use Sidra’s name or logo in any way whatsoever.
 Venue Rules only applicable to Physical Event.

7. Sidra’s Rights
a. Any infringement of these Terms and Conditions or the Venue Rules (if applicable) may lead to the
 immediate withdrawal by Sidra of the Participant’s right to participate in the Event without compensation 
 or refund of sums already paid.
b. Sidra reserves the right to reject applications from Participants whose activities are considered, in Sidra’s
 sole discretion, not to be in line with, or related to, the purpose of the Event or Sidra’s mission and values.   
c. For Physical Event, Sidra will attempt to allocate space to the Participant on the basis of the Participant’s 
 preference in accordance with the selected Package, subject to allocations being made on a
 first-come-first-served basis.  However, final space allocations will be in Sidra’s sole discretion.
d. Sidra may retain a third party to manage the Event and any associated exhibition setup, in which case the 
 Participant agrees to work with such third party and comply with their event setup and exhibition
 requirements, where applicable. 
e. Sidra makes no guarantees or warranties with respect to the number of Event Participants, attendees,
 exhibitors or delegates, and will not be held liable in any way whatsoever if the Event attracts a lower 
 than expected number of Participants, attendees or delegates.
f. Sidra shall be entitled to offer to another Participant any space or Package that the Participant fails to
 occupy by the time the Event opens without any obligation to provide compensation to the defaulting
 Participant.  

8. Force majeure
a. A “Force Majeure” means any event beyond a party’s control which causes a failure or delay in
 performance of any of such party’s obligations hereunder, including without limitation any war,
 earthquake, riot, civil unrest, fire, flood, explosion, electrical, internet, or telecommunication outage or
 other disaster or similar event or any governmental act or regulation or action or blockade or embargo,
 and any act of God. 
b. In the event of a Force Majeure, Sidra reserves the right to cancel the Event and Sidra shall only be obliged
 to reimburse the payments received, if any, subject to deduction of any reasonable costs that it has
 incurred in preparing the Event.  

9. Limit on liability and insurance
a. Sidra shall not be responsible for (i) the safety (including personal injury) or security of the employees,
 contractors, representatives, or agents of the Participant, or (ii) any destruction of, or loss or damage to 
 the property of the Participant or its employees, contractors, representatives, or agents (including
 without limitation, any equipment, exhibits, personal property, supplies, data or material).    
b. Sidra’s total liability under these Terms and Conditions shall not exceed the total amounts received from
 the Participant in relation to the Event.  Sidra makes no, and hereby disclaims all, warranties and
 representations relating to the Event, including warranties and representations regarding the attendance
 levels, press coverage, outcome, or success of the Event or its related activities.    
c. The Participant shall hold harmless and indemnify Sidra from and against any and all liabilities, damages,
 expenses or losses (including reasonable attorney’s fees) incurred by or imposed upon Sidra in connection
 with any third party claim, suit, action or demand arising out of, or relating to the Participant’s
 participation in the Event or breach of its obligations under this Agreement, or in connection with the
 gross negligence or willful misconduct of Participant or its employees, representatives, or agents. 

10. Best Industry Practice
a. The Participant shall comply with all applicable laws and international best practice relating to the
 industry sector in which the Participant operates.
b. Sidra and the Participant acknowledge and agree that the booking fees hereunder, if any, represent fair
 market value for the services and other obligations of Sidra under these Terms and Conditions, and that
 the payment of such fees is not intended, directly or indirectly, to reward or encourage Sidra’s purchasing
 of the Participant’s products or services. Participant’s decision to participate in the Event, and if
 applicable to purchase the Package, is not a requirement or expectation based on Sidra’s past purchasing
 decisions and will have no influence on Sidra’s future purchasing decisions.

11. Privacy and Data Protection 
 The Participant consents and agrees to the collection and processing of personal data by Sidra (including
 names and email address) for registration and participation purposes. Participant understands they have
 the right to contact Sidra and withdraw consent or request deletion of their personal data in accordance
 with applicable data privacy legislation.  

 

US$ 5,000

OPPORTUNITY DESCRIPTION COST

Scientific Engagement Activity

3 slots available

Dedicated space in the exhibition hall for 
sponsor-hosted science-themed games, quizzes, or 
other activities during the exhibition lunch break.

US$ 8,000Branded Conference Bags ** Conference bags branded with the sponsors logos 
and sponsors leaflets or products may be included.

US$ 5,000Photo Booth Branding ** Sponsor logo included on photo booth artwork.
Popular with delegates as a souvenir to keep after the event.

Important Note

1. Sponsor branding will appear in a demarcated "Sponsor" area on all tangible and digital assets and separated 
from Sidra Medicine branding.

2. Multiple-sponsor branding is required to avoid the appearance of direct endorsement . 

3. All sponsorship benefits/categories will be offered to all sponsors in all instances to avoid the appearance of 
preferential treatment or exclusive association.  

To the extent possible, a detailed sponsorship proposal with clear communication channels setting out the goals and 
benefits will be provided to the sponsors to avoid overpromising and set realistic expectations.

Participating sponsors can purchase one or more add-on opportunity below to supplement their organization’s 
sponsorship package and enhance visibility. ** These opportunities are subject to minimum participation of two 
sponsors and conditions listed below.

** These opportunities are subject to minimum participation of two 
sponsors and conditions listed below.

** These opportunities are subject to minimum participation of two 
sponsors and conditions listed below.
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Sponsorship Package Booking Form

Sponsorship Application
Please complete and return a signed copy of this page to: 

Event Chair: Dr. Ammira Al-Shabeeb Akil
aakil@sidra.org 

Copying: Omair Al-Nuaimi
aalnuaimi2@sidra.org

Primary Contact Name:

Job Title:

Company:

City:

State: Zip Code:

Phone: Fax:

Email Address:

Web Address:

Country:

CONTACT INFORMATION:

Total Cost:

Please indicate below the participation level requested option:

PARTICIPATION LEVEL

Important:
• List company name and address as it should appear in digital materials.
• The contact person will receive all communication related to the
 sponsorship. Please notify Sidra Medicine if the information below changes. Name:

Authorised Signatory for Participating Company

Title:

Signature:

Date Signed:

AUTHORISING SIGNATURES – Please complete electronically

By signing this Sponsorship Package Booking Form, I confirm that I am a 
duly authorized signatory on behalf of the Company, as specified in the 
“Contact Information” section in this Sponsorship Package Booking Form, 
which hereby agrees to be bound by the terms in this Sponsorship 
Prospectus Package, including the Sponsor Terms and Conditions and 
Accreditation guidelines.

By signing this contract, your Organization, its employees, representatives 
and agents agree to receive communication via telephone, fax, email and 
regular mail from Sidra Medicine event organizers, employees, 
representatives and agents that is directly related to your organization’s 
participation in this conference.

Purchase orders are not an accepted form of payment.

Wire Transfers:

Bank Name: Qatar National Bank
Bank Address: P.O. Box 1000, Education City Branch, Doha, Qatar
Bank Branch: Corporate Banking
IBAN Number:QA46QNBA000000000013018540053
Account Name: Sidra Medicine
SWIFT Code: QNBAQAQAXXX 

METHOD OF PAYMENT

Signed for and on behalf of Sidra Medicine:

Olanrewaju Sanusi, Chief Financial Officer

Precision Medicine and the Future of Genomics 2024
3-5 December 2024



Terms And Conditions

The following terms and conditions (the “Terms and Conditions”) become effective after the corresponding 
Booking Form is completed and signed by the Participant, and delivered to and accepted by Sidra Medicine 
hereinafter referred to as (“Sidra”) and official confirmation of the booking is sent by Sidra (in writing or over email) 
to the Participant.  Please read these Terms and Conditions carefully.  

1. Definitions
a. Participant means a legal person or entity that has completed a Booking Form and paid the corresponding 
 booking fees, if any, for their booking to participate as a sponsor, exhibitor or other type of participant at
 the Event in accordance with these Terms and Conditions.
b. Booking Form means a completed signed and dated Booking Form to reserve participation and selection
 of the Package at the Event.
c. Package means the package selected on the Booking Form.
d. Event means the physical or virtual event described in the attached event description and Booking Form.
 Virtual Event is an online event that involves people interacting in a virtual environment on the web while
 Physical Event is event in physical location.

2. Reservation and Confirmation
a. Completion and submission of a Booking Form by a Participant will be considered as a commitment by the
 Participant to undertake and, if applicable, pay for the selected Package.  
b. Upon receipt and acceptance of the completed Booking Form by Sidra, Sidra will issue an invoice of the
 total cost of the chosen Package, if any.  The total payment is non-refundable.  
c. The booking of the Package will be confirmed once the payment, if any, has been received in full by Sidra. 

3. Payment Terms (if applicable)
a. Payment terms are strictly 30 days from the date of issue of the invoice and must be paid in full to Sidra.
 Where bookings are made within 60 days of the Event, full immediate payment of the cost of the chosen
 Package must be made before the booking will be confirmed. 
 b. If the Participant fails to make full payment before a 30-day window of the Event, Sidra reserves the right
 to cancel that Participant’s participation in the Event, refuse the Participant access to the Event location
 or the Virtual Event, and have the Participant’s information deleted from the Event website, literature and
 paraphernalia.

4. Payment Methods (if applicable)
a. Payments shall be made by direct bank transfer.
b. The Participant shall be responsible for all wiring and bank fees and charges associated with payment of
 all amounts due under these Terms and Conditions.

5. Cancellation Policy and Cancellation Charges (if applicable)
a. Any cancellation notices must be made in writing to Sidra.  
b. The following cancellation charges apply for any cancellation made by the Participant:
i. Within 30 to 60 days of the Event, 50% (fifty percent) of the agreed cost of the chosen Package.  Any
 remainder paid by the Participant to Sidra will be refunded.  
ii. Within 30 days of the Event, no refunds will be issued against the cost of any chosen Package and the
 cost of the chosen Package will be invoiced in full by Sidra.
c. If the Event is cancelled by Sidra, the cost of the chosen Package paid to date by the Participant shall be
 refunded in full by Sidra.  

6. Participant  Obligations
a. By submitting the Booking Form, the Participant makes a final irrevocable commitment to occupy the 
 allocated space until the time for closure of the Event. The Participant may only represent itself.
 Transferring or subletting all or part of the space allocated to the Participant is strictly prohibited.
 This obligation is not applicable for Virtual Event. 
b. The Participant shall comply with the following:
1. Rules regulations and guidance set by the owner of the venue at which the Event will be held
 (“Venue Rules”), if applicable.
2. Sidra’s reasonable instructions in relation to the Participant’s participation in the Event. 
3. If applicable, 
i. all instructions provided by Sidra’s medical education office (“MEO”), including without limitation all
 medical education guidelines set out in Appendix A, and shall provide all information, materials and fill-out
 any forms requested by the MEO.  
ii. Qatar Council of Healthcare Practitioner (“QCHP”) and ACCME Standards for Commercial Support of
 Continuing Medical Education Policies and Procedures for Commercial Support of Educational Activities.  
 Any actions that are not in accordance with the above stated policies may result in the removal of the
 Participant and its representatives from the Event site.
c. Nothing in these Terms and Conditions or participation in the Event generally shall give the Participant any
 right to use Sidra’s name or logo in any way whatsoever.
 Venue Rules only applicable to Physical Event.

7. Sidra’s Rights
a. Any infringement of these Terms and Conditions or the Venue Rules (if applicable) may lead to the
 immediate withdrawal by Sidra of the Participant’s right to participate in the Event without compensation 
 or refund of sums already paid.
b. Sidra reserves the right to reject applications from Participants whose activities are considered, in Sidra’s
 sole discretion, not to be in line with, or related to, the purpose of the Event or Sidra’s mission and values.   
c. For Physical Event, Sidra will attempt to allocate space to the Participant on the basis of the Participant’s 
 preference in accordance with the selected Package, subject to allocations being made on a
 first-come-first-served basis.  However, final space allocations will be in Sidra’s sole discretion.
d. Sidra may retain a third party to manage the Event and any associated exhibition setup, in which case the 
 Participant agrees to work with such third party and comply with their event setup and exhibition
 requirements, where applicable. 
e. Sidra makes no guarantees or warranties with respect to the number of Event Participants, attendees,
 exhibitors or delegates, and will not be held liable in any way whatsoever if the Event attracts a lower 
 than expected number of Participants, attendees or delegates.
f. Sidra shall be entitled to offer to another Participant any space or Package that the Participant fails to
 occupy by the time the Event opens without any obligation to provide compensation to the defaulting
 Participant.  

8. Force majeure
a. A “Force Majeure” means any event beyond a party’s control which causes a failure or delay in
 performance of any of such party’s obligations hereunder, including without limitation any war,
 earthquake, riot, civil unrest, fire, flood, explosion, electrical, internet, or telecommunication outage or
 other disaster or similar event or any governmental act or regulation or action or blockade or embargo,
 and any act of God. 
b. In the event of a Force Majeure, Sidra reserves the right to cancel the Event and Sidra shall only be obliged
 to reimburse the payments received, if any, subject to deduction of any reasonable costs that it has
 incurred in preparing the Event.  

9. Limit on liability and insurance
a. Sidra shall not be responsible for (i) the safety (including personal injury) or security of the employees,
 contractors, representatives, or agents of the Participant, or (ii) any destruction of, or loss or damage to 
 the property of the Participant or its employees, contractors, representatives, or agents (including
 without limitation, any equipment, exhibits, personal property, supplies, data or material).    
b. Sidra’s total liability under these Terms and Conditions shall not exceed the total amounts received from
 the Participant in relation to the Event.  Sidra makes no, and hereby disclaims all, warranties and
 representations relating to the Event, including warranties and representations regarding the attendance
 levels, press coverage, outcome, or success of the Event or its related activities.    
c. The Participant shall hold harmless and indemnify Sidra from and against any and all liabilities, damages,
 expenses or losses (including reasonable attorney’s fees) incurred by or imposed upon Sidra in connection
 with any third party claim, suit, action or demand arising out of, or relating to the Participant’s
 participation in the Event or breach of its obligations under this Agreement, or in connection with the
 gross negligence or willful misconduct of Participant or its employees, representatives, or agents. 

10. Best Industry Practice
a. The Participant shall comply with all applicable laws and international best practice relating to the
 industry sector in which the Participant operates.
b. Sidra and the Participant acknowledge and agree that the booking fees hereunder, if any, represent fair
 market value for the services and other obligations of Sidra under these Terms and Conditions, and that
 the payment of such fees is not intended, directly or indirectly, to reward or encourage Sidra’s purchasing
 of the Participant’s products or services. Participant’s decision to participate in the Event, and if
 applicable to purchase the Package, is not a requirement or expectation based on Sidra’s past purchasing
 decisions and will have no influence on Sidra’s future purchasing decisions.

11. Privacy and Data Protection 
 The Participant consents and agrees to the collection and processing of personal data by Sidra (including
 names and email address) for registration and participation purposes. Participant understands they have
 the right to contact Sidra and withdraw consent or request deletion of their personal data in accordance
 with applicable data privacy legislation.  
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Sidra endeavors to follow the standards set by Accreditation Council for Continuing Medical Education.

1. Financial and in-Kind Support
 Sidra Medicine is responsible when we receive any financial and in-kind support for the development of an
 accredited CPD activity.
1.1. The Scientific Planning Committee (“SPC”) cannot be required to accept advice from a sponsor as a
 condition of receiving financial and in-kind support. Specific interests of any sponsor must have no direct
 or indirect influence on any aspect of the development, delivery or evaluation of an accredited CPD
 activity. 
1.2. The terms, conditions and purposes by which sponsorship is provided must be documented in a written
 agreement that is signed by Sidra Medicine and the sponsor.
1.3. Sidra Medicine or the SPC can assume or delegate a third party the payment of travel, lodging, legitimate
 out of pocket expenses and any honoraria offered to members of the SPC, speakers, moderators,
 facilitators and/or authors. Sidra Medicine or the SPC must approve what payments are delegated and
 retain overall accountability for these payments.
1.4. Sidra Medicine cannot pay for or subsidize a Participant’s travel, lodging or other out of pocket expenses
 related to their participation in an accredited CPD activity. This provision does not preclude participants
 claiming and receiving compensation from residency programs, employers or local CPD support funds,
 even when activities they attended have received support from these sources.
1.5. The travel, lodging or other out of pocket expenses of spouses, partners or other family members of the
 SPC, speakers, moderators, facilitators, authors or participants cannot be paid for or subsidized by the
 CPD provider organization, sponsor or any organization hired by a sponsor.
1.6. Social activities associated with CPD activities cannot occur at a time or location that
 interferes/competes with or takes precedence over accredited CPD activities.
1.7. Upon request by the QCHP-AD, Sidra Medicine will disclose how the financial and in-kind support was
 used for the accredited CPD activity. 
1.8. Sidra Medicine has an obligation to ensure that the interactions with Participants meet professional and
 legal standards including the protection of privacy, confidentiality and copyright.

2. Recognizing Financial and in-Kind Support
2.1. The SPC must recognize and disclose to Participants all financial and in-kind support received from
 sponsors of CPD activities. All financial and in-kind support received must be recognized using the
 standard acknowledgement statement:
 “This CPD activity is supported by financial and/or in-kind support from the following sponsors…”
2.2. Sponsorship recognition must appear on a page separate from the educational content, activity schedule,
 learning objectives and accreditation statement.
2.3. Beyond the standard acknowledgement statement of financial and in-kind support outlined above, the
 linking or alignment of a sponsor’s name (or other branding strategies) to a specific educational session or
 section of an educational program within an accredited group learning activity is prohibited. 

3. Managing Commercial Promotion
Product-specific advertising, promotional materials or branding strategies cannot be included on, appear within, 
adjacent to:
3.1. Any educational materials, slides, abstracts and handouts used as part of an accredited CPD activity;
3.2. Activity agendas, programs or calendars of events (preliminary and final);
3.3. Any webpages or electronic media containing educational material.

Product specific advertising, promotional materials or branding strategies cannot be included on/appear within 
locations where accredited CPD sessions are occurring (e.g. lecture halls, small group discussion rooms) 
immediately before, during or immediately after an accredited CPD activity.

Commercial exhibits or advertisements must be arranged in a location that is clearly and completely separated 
from the accredited CPD activity.

The SPC cannot be required by an exhibitor or advertiser to accept advice concerning the CPD activity 
development, delivery or evaluation as a condition of their exhibit or advertisement. Specific interests of any 
exhibitor or advertiser must have no direct or indirect influence on any aspect of the CPD activity 
development, delivery or evaluation.

Any incentive provided to participants associated with an accredited CPD activity must be approved by Sidra 
Medicine.

4. Independence
4.1. This activity is for scientific and educational purposes only and will not promote specific proprietary
 business of the Commercial Interest.
4.2. Sidra is responsible for all decisions regarding the identification of educational needs, determination of
 educational objectives, selection and presentation of content, selection of presenter(s) and
 organization(s) that will be in a position to control the content of the CPD, selection of methods, an
 the evaluation of the supported activity.

5. Appropriate Use of the Commercial Support
5.1. Sidra will make all decisions regarding the use and disbursement of the funds from the Commercial
 Interest.
5.2. The Commercial Interest will not require Sidra to accept advice or services concerning teachers,
 authors, participants or other education matters, including content, as condition for receiving this
 grant.
5.3. All commercial support associated with this activity will be given with the knowledge and approval of
 Sidra. No other payments shall be given to the director (leader) of activity, planning committee
 members, presenters or authors, joint sponsor, or any others involved with the Supported Activity.
5.4. Sidra will upon request furnish the Commercial Interest documentation detailing the receipt and
 expenditure of the commercial support.

6. Commercial Promotion
6.1. Product promotion material or product specific advertisement of any type is prohibited in or during
 the Supported Activity.  The juxtaposition of editorial and advertisement material on the same
 products or subjects is not allowed.  Live or enduring promotional activities must be kept separate
 from the Supported Activity.  Promotional materials cannot be displayed or distributed in th
  education space immediately, during or after the supported activity.  The Commercial Interest may
 not engage in sales or promotional activities while in the space or place of the Supported Activity.
6.2. The Commercial Interest may not be the agent providing the supported activity to learners.

7. Disclosure
7.1. Sidra will ensure that the source of the support from the Commercial Interest, either direct or
 “in-kind”, is disclosed to the learners, in program brochures, syllabi, and other program materials, and
 at the time of the Supported Activity. Disclosure must never include the use of a corporate logo, trade
 name or a product-group message of the Commercial Interest.

Appendix A – Accreditation Guidelines
(where applicable)
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a. Sidra shall not be responsible for (i) the safety (including personal injury) or security of the employees,
 contractors, representatives, or agents of the Participant, or (ii) any destruction of, or loss or damage to 
 the property of the Participant or its employees, contractors, representatives, or agents (including
 without limitation, any equipment, exhibits, personal property, supplies, data or material).    
b. Sidra’s total liability under these Terms and Conditions shall not exceed the total amounts received from
 the Participant in relation to the Event.  Sidra makes no, and hereby disclaims all, warranties and
 representations relating to the Event, including warranties and representations regarding the attendance
 levels, press coverage, outcome, or success of the Event or its related activities.    
c. The Participant shall hold harmless and indemnify Sidra from and against any and all liabilities, damages,
 expenses or losses (including reasonable attorney’s fees) incurred by or imposed upon Sidra in connection
 with any third party claim, suit, action or demand arising out of, or relating to the Participant’s
 participation in the Event or breach of its obligations under this Agreement, or in connection with the
 gross negligence or willful misconduct of Participant or its employees, representatives, or agents. 

10. Best Industry Practice
a. The Participant shall comply with all applicable laws and international best practice relating to the
 industry sector in which the Participant operates.
b. Sidra and the Participant acknowledge and agree that the booking fees hereunder, if any, represent fair
 market value for the services and other obligations of Sidra under these Terms and Conditions, and that
 the payment of such fees is not intended, directly or indirectly, to reward or encourage Sidra’s purchasing
 of the Participant’s products or services. Participant’s decision to participate in the Event, and if
 applicable to purchase the Package, is not a requirement or expectation based on Sidra’s past purchasing
 decisions and will have no influence on Sidra’s future purchasing decisions.

11. Privacy and Data Protection 
 The Participant consents and agrees to the collection and processing of personal data by Sidra (including
 names and email address) for registration and participation purposes. Participant understands they have
 the right to contact Sidra and withdraw consent or request deletion of their personal data in accordance
 with applicable data privacy legislation.  
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